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fishery for swordfish is among
the worst fisheries on the planet
in terms of bycatch.The term “bycatch”
refers to the unintended capture of
un-targeted marine species like sea
turtles, dolphins, whales, and sharks.
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Driftnets Target
Wild California
Marine Animals

In the case of the driftnet fishery, it is
easy to see why so many marine animals
are captured. It sets huge nets (up to a
mile long) out to float off the California
coast in hopes of capturing swordfish.
This unrefined blanket tactic also drags
in staggering amounts of other precious
marine life that become entangled in
nets and drown. Below are profiles of
four species harmed by this fishery.
FLICKREVIEWR

Pacific Leatherback
Sea Turtles

Pacific leatherback sea turtles are the
largest sea turtles on Earth, and sadly
one of the most endangered.Their population has declined by over 90 percent

since the 1980s. If current trends are
not reversed, these turtles could be
headed to extinction by as soon as 2030.
This shocking fact is due in part to the
low numbers of nesting western Pacific
leatherbacks, of which fewer than
1,500 remain. This population interacts
with and is harmed by driftnets.

and are named for their blue color. The
driftnet fishery catches a staggering 820
blue sharks each year, discarding all of
them, the vast majority already dead.
continued on page 2

Blue Sharks
Blue sharks love cold, deep water and
are known to occasionally propel
themselves out of the water to capture
an aerial view of food on the ocean’s
surface. They often swim in small groups,

MARK CONLIN/NMFS
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Letter from the Director
A

WORLDWIDE MOVEMENT
OF SCIENCE - BASED ACTIVISTS

I

RECENTLY

TRAVELED

TO

Quito, Ecuador to meet with
scientific colleagues from Latin
America that have been studying
the migration of sharks and sea
turtles in the Eastern Pacific.

As a result, we decided to incorporate MigraMar into an official
organization. This will enable us to
expand our ability to collect this
critical data and provide training
and opportunities to the next generation of scientists in the region.
Thanks to the generosity of
Helmsley Charitable Trust, we were
brought together, and are well on
our way to creating the strategic
plan that will allow MigraMar to
grow and flourish.

While each of us scientists work in
our own specific biological island
“hotspots,” such as Galapagos
(Ecuador), Cocos (Costa Rica), and
Malpelo (Colombia) Islands, tagging animals and placing acoustic
listening devices (receivers), we
have been sharing data for nearly a
decade as sharks and turtles have
moved from one hotspot to another.
This loose collaboration known as
MigraMar (migramar.org) has
helped to elucidate the movements
of these animals, and has identified
connectivity within the region.
Unfortunately, while each of these
hotspots is a marine protected area,
the ‘swimways’ that connect them
offer little or no protection to these
species from industrial fishing vessels that ply the Pacific extracting
tuna, mahi-mahi and shark fins, and
that drown and kill sea turtles, sharks
and other non-targeted species.

Most importantly, we will be able
to better organize this fantastic
group of scientists into a strong and
effective voice for encouraging the
nations that share the waters of the
region to close the policy and
enforcement gaps that have allowed
turtles and shark populations to be
decimated.
Part of the mission of Turtle Island
is to build a worldwide movement
of science-based activists. Over the
past 25 years, with the help of
Turtle Island supporters, we have
trained and given new opportunities to scores of biologists and
activists around the world, helping
to support and/or create hubs of
environmental activists from Texas
to Costa Rica to Papua New
Guinea. MigraMar allows us to
expand that track record into even
more nations throughout Latin
America.
Sincerely,

Since some of us had only communicated by phone, Skype, and email,
getting together to meet in person
provided a rare opportunity to discuss ways to improve collaboration
and effectiveness.
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TODD S TEINER , Executive Director
Turtle Island Restoration Network

continued from page 1

Sperm Whales
Sperm whales dive deeper than any
marine mammal on Earth to feed on
deepwater squid. They are the largest of
the toothed whales and are endangered.
Over a 10-year period, the driftnet
fishery harmed an estimated 16 sperm
whales. Recent stock assessments suggest
that this is more than the population can
sustain from all sources combined,
much less from a single fishery.
Dolphins
A number of dolphin species make the
California coast their habitat. Species of
dolphins in California waters include
Bottlenose, Risso’s and Short-Beaked
Common Dolphins.The driftnet fishery
has killed an estimated 464 dolphins
between 2004 and 2014.

These marine animals need our help,
which is why Turtle Island is working
to phase out this deadly driftnet fishery
on multiple fronts. We are sponsoring a
bill, Senate Bill 1114, authored by
Senator Ben Allen (D-Santa Monica);
participating in and educating the Pacific
Fisheries
Management
Council
(PFMC), which has the power to regulate the driftnet fishery; organizing
more than 30 environmental organizations and top scientists to join our cause
to phase out this deadly fishery; collecting more than 25,000 petition signatures,
and protesting at key decision points
with the help of members like you!
Turtle Island will not stop until the
California driftnet fishery is ended and
marine wildlife is protected. Take
action! Seaturtles.org/nodriftnets

Get the Facts:

: U.S. oil production in the deep
waters of the Gulf of Mexico is
on the rise and on track to
reach a record high in 2017,
according to the Energy
Information Administration,
with a total of 14 projects in
the deepwater Gulf of Mexico
slated to come into production
in 2016 and 2017.

EDIBOBB

Keep Oil in the Gulf

T

I SLAND JOINED
more than 45 climate,
conservation, indigenous and coastal organizations,
and non-profits in filing a legal
petition calling on President
Obama to issue an executive order
to end new oil and gas lease auctions in
federally controlled oceans—including
the Arctic, Atlantic, and Gulf of
Mexico.
URTLE

"We call on President Obama to stop
offshore oil and gas development to
slow global warming and protect our
oceans. Let's keep it underwater and in
the ground,” said Todd Steiner, Biologist
and Executive Director of Turtle Island
Restoration Network.
If issued, the executive order would
align our nation’s climate change goals
and protect our ocean from more oil

leasing by halting new fossil
fuel leases on more than 1 billion acres off our coasts. That
would keep an estimated 60
billion tons of carbon emissions in the ground and help us
meet our 2015 Paris Agreement
goals to stay within 1.5 degrees Celsius
of pre-industrial levels.
The petition is a response to the Obama
administration's proposed five-year
plan governing future federal offshore
oil and gas leasing, which outlines a
plan to expand leasing in the Arctic and
Gulf of Mexico. This expansion could
be detrimental to marine wildlife like
endangered kemp’s ridley sea turtles
that nest in the Gulf of Mexico, and
cannot weather yet another disastrous
oil spill. Turtle Island will keep you
informed on what you can do to make a
difference as this petition moves forward.

: This rise in the Gulf ’s production is happening in the wake
of BP’s 2010 Deepwater
Horizon oil spill, when more
than 200 million gallons of
crude oil was pumped into the
Gulf of Mexico for a total of
87 days, making it the biggest
oil spill in U.S. history.

: 16,000 total miles of coastline
have been affected, including
the coasts of Texas, Louisiana,
Mississippi, Alabama, and
Florida.

: The impacts of the oil spill are
still being felt. For example, the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration recently
publicized a study that found
higher rates of illness in dead
dolphin fetuses and newborns
after the spill.

Bring the Bag

E

K EMP ’ S RIDLEY
sea turtles and other marine
wildlife can easily mistake plastic
bags for food because floating in the
ocean they look similar to a jellyfish.
Between 500 billion and a trillion plastic bags are consumed worldwide each
year, and these bags are used for an
average of just 12 minutes.
NDANGERED

Turtle Island Restoration Network’s
Bring the Bag campaign, a joint initiative with Surfrider-Galveston, received

the support of the City of Galveston
this spring. Mayor James D. Yarbrough
and the City Council proclaimed April
22nd ‘Bring the Bag Day’ in Galveston,
Texas. The Mayor also asked residents
to take a 30-day challenge with him
and pledge to bring reusable bags,
rather than rely on single-use plastic
bags that can enter our oceans and harm
marine wildlife. Turtle Island looks
forward to working with everyone to
keep our coasts and oceans plastic-bag
free.

RON WOOTEN

SeaTurtles.org
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A Watchdog
in Costa Rica

T

URTLE I SLAND is closely monitoring fishing and government
activity in Costa Rica to ensure
that the green country does not roll back
protections for sharks and sea turtles.
Right now, two of the primary concerns are 1.) shark finning, and 2.) the
re-introduction of shrimp trawling,
which can harm endangered sea turtles.

Shark finning is an extremely violent
practice whereby fishing vessels catch
sharks (often with longlines) and then
pull them on board, cut off the shark’s
fin, and then toss the rest of the shark’s
body overboard. Shark fin demand in
Asian countries is declining, but still a
strong driving force as fins are used in
delicacies like shark fin soup. Our office
in Costa Rica has found evidence of
illegal shipments of shark fin, and mislabeled bags of endangered shark fins at
docks. We have successfully convinced
a number of prominent airlines and
shipping companies to agree to stop

shipping shark fins. We are now working to completely shut down the shipping pipeline of shark fins from Costa
Rica overseas.
We are also concerned by the President
of Costa Rica’s pro-fishing agenda and
desire to bring back shrimp trawling to
Costa Rica’s sea-turtle-rich waters.
Years ago the Constitutional Court of
Costa Rica ruled that shrimp trawling
was illegal, even with the addition of
Turtle Excluder Devices (escape hatches

for sea turtles on shrimp nets).
However, despite this clear ruling, the
new administration tried to put forth a
new bill that would allow this outlawed
fishing practice to continue. Turtle
Island and our partners were able to
shut this bill down before it moved forward. We will continue to monitor the
government and fishing industry to
protect both sharks and sea turtles from
poor laws and outdated practices, and
keep you informed about what you can
do to help!

Cocos Island Dive Trips

T

URTLE I SLAND is working to
create a marine protected swimway for migrating sharks and sea
turtles in the Eastern Tropical Pacific.
One of the ways we are working to do
this is by studying and tracking the
movements of turtles and sharks. Our
research will be used to help governments, organizations and marine
protected areas managers understand
the importance of protecting a corridor
of the ocean, and the connection
between island chains in this region.

MARC MERLIN
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If you are a scuba diver, you can join
Turtle Island on one of our upcoming
research expeditions to Cocos Island
National Park in Costa Rica and
actively participate in gathering this
important data that will be used to help
ensure that commercial fishermen

stay out of these biologically rich
waters.You will be able to work alongside scientists to research sea turtle and
shark migration at one of the world’s
premiere scuba diving sites that attracts
hammerhead sharks and a myriad of
large marine species.
“What an adventure! . . . Being involved
with Ocean Conservation and having
an opportunity to assist with the shark
and turtle tagging was pure joy. I came
on this trip not knowing anyone, and
leaving with lifetime friends, beautiful
pictures, and stories that I will be sharing
back home,” said Janet Thomas, a twotime Cocos Island dive participant.
If you are interested in learning more
please email mrose@seaturtles.org.

Adopt a Redwood,
Fight Climate Change

C

LIMATE CHANGE is one
of the greatest threats
to life on earth. In
addition to opposing projects
that contribute to climate
change, Turtle Island is fighting
against climate change through the
simple act of planting trees.

In late 2015, building off our successful
watershed restoration projects, we
launched the 10,000 Redwoods
Project. The goal of the project is to
plant 10,000 redwood trees in Northern California to sequester carbon.
Redwoods store more carbon per
hectare than any other tree on Earth.
The fact that redwoods are fast growing, massive, long-lived, rot resistant,
easy to cultivate, and awe-inspiring,
makes them the ideal icon for action on
climate change.
Due to overharvesting, only five percent of the original old-growth coast
redwood trees remain, and they are

listed as “endangered” by the
International Union for
Conservation of Nature. The
loss of coastal redwoods in
California also impacts critically endangered coho salmon
and other species.
As of March 2016, we have planted 57
redwoods, have another 91 ready for
out-planting, and have 470 seedlings
growing in our native plant nursery.
We can’t plant all these redwoods by
ourselves so we are asking folks to pitch
in, whether by volunteering at a
restoration event or through adopting a
redwood.
An adopted redwood makes a meaningful and lasting gift in honor of a special
life event like a birthday or graduation
or in memory of a loved one.
You can Adopt a Redwood today by
visiting our secure donation page at
10000redwoods.org/adopt-a-redwood

DAVE STRUTHERS

Redwood Tree Facts

: They absorb carbon from the
atmosphere.

: They are endangered.
A mere 5 percent of their
historic population remains.

: They are native to Northern
California

: They have adapted to drought
Turtle Island Works
with Migramar Network

T

I SLAND is part of the
MigraMar Network, which provides a platform for researchers
to jointly study the movement patterns
URTLE

of migratory species in the Eastern
Tropical Pacific, and then use that
information to drive science-based
conservation policy. As part of this network, Turtle Island shares our research
with other like-minded scientists and
they do the same for us. For instance,
Turtle Island tagged a sea turtle at
Cocos Island in Costa Rica. That turtle
swam from Cocos to the Galápagos
Islands. MigraMar organizations in
Ecuador alerted us of our turtle’s
migratory route. This collaboration
along with other similar findings shows
us that the region is being used by
marine wildlife as one interconnected
ecosystem. MigraMar.org

by forming symbiotic relationships with fungi.

: Over 200 species depend on
coastal redwood forests.

: These ancient trees can live up
to 2,500 years!

: Redwoods growing on salmon
bearing streams grow larger
and faster than trees on nonsalmon bearing streams due to
the nutrients from salmon that
decompose after they spawn
and die.

SeaTurtles.org
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Shop at the Sea Turtle Store
Leave a Legacy
for the Sea Turtles

Whale Shark
Keychain

T

HROUGH A BEQUEST to
Turtle Island Restoration
Network in your will and
other estate plans, you can leave a
legacy for sea turtles, sharks,
salmon and the oceans.

Own this unique Whale Shark
Keychain designed by
diver/artist Roland St. John.
Made of solid pewter with
a clear lacquer finish.
4” long, 1” wide.

Visit SeaTurtles.org/BequestGift
or contact us at info@Sea Turtles.
org or 1-800-859-7283 for information on including a bequest to
Turtle Island in your will, adding
a simple codicil to your existing
will, and other ways to give
through your estate. Any information discussed is confidential.

Price: $13.00 (includes shipping)
Order online on our secure
server at SeaTurtles.org/Shop.
Call us at 1-800-859-7283
to place your order.
Send a check to:
Turtle Island, PO Box 370
Forest Knolls CA 94933.

Randall Arauz Named 2016
PEW Marine Conservation Fellow
for Shark Conservation Work

T

International Director
Randall Arauz has been named as a PEW
Marine Conservation Fellow. Arauz is one
of five distinguished scientists and conservationists
from around the world named as a 2016 Pew
Marine Conservation Fellow. Arauz plans to use his
fellowship to strengthen sustainability of marine
protected areas, and foster shark conservation.
URTLE

ISLAND ’ S

Arauz joined our staff in 1994 as our Central
America Director before eventually founding a
sister non-profit organization in Costa Rica called
PRETOMA that focused on grassroots activism. During a joint PRETOMATurtle Island undercover operation to document the impact of longline
fishing on sea turtles, video footage surfaced of fishers finning sharks, and in
2001, Arauz initiated a campaign against this abominable practice that had far
reaching impacts. He has been honored for his work internationally, including
receiving the Goldman Environmental Prize, the Gothenburg Award for
Sustainable Development, and Whitley Gold Award.
Today, Arauz is the International Director of Turtle Island Restoration
Network, where he hopes to use his fellowship to better enforce no-take areas
in Costa Rica, possibly with the aid of drones (unmanned aerial vehicles) to
track illegal fishing, and work to ensure that shark conservation policies are
based on best available science and enforced.
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A professional financial advisor
may be able to help you identify
additional ways to provide you
with tax benefits, as well as help
protect the earth’s oceans and
wildlife. Thank you for considering this important way to give.

Donate your Vehicle
to Turtle Island

S

UPPORT SEA TURTLE and
ocean conservation by
donating your vehicle to
Turtle Island, no matter where
you are in the U.S.Your contribution may be tax deductible. By
donating your car, truck or boat,
you will be making a vital contribution to Turtle Island Restoration
Network, which receives 70-80%
of the net proceeds, depending on
the sale value of the vehicle.

The process is simple. Just contact Donate For Charity at
www.donateforcharity.com or
call 866.392.4483 and they will
arrange to pick up your vehicle.
They accept most cars, trucks,
vans, fleet vehicles, trailers, boats
and RVs that are 15 years or
newer from any location in all 50
states.

Ocean Hero: Erin Politz

T

URTLE ISLAND recognizes that we
cannot protect the oceans and
marine wildlife by ourselves. We
count on our supporters to help us win
better protections for our oceans. One of
our amazing volunteers is Erin Politz, a
member of the Kurmalliance. She has been working tirelessly
to help us phase out deadly California driftnets by educating
the public and gathering petition signatures.

Erin was born in Los Angeles, and grew up loving the ocean.
She has two children and says she wants to do everything she
can to make sure we leave healthy oceans for them. She has
been collecting petition signatures for Turtle Island in favor
of phasing out driftnets. “Gathering these signatures is not
difficult, and it raises awareness and will positively impact the
health of our oceans. I also love educating people about this
cause, because once they are aware, they want to get involved.
What a simple way to make a huge impact!”

Join Turtle Island’s
Monthly Giving Program

H

ELP US TAKE SWIFT , sustained and innovative action
by participating in our Monthly Giving Program. By
making a monthly recurring donation to Turtle Island
Restoration Network you can make a huge impact with a
small monthly donation! Choose a species or program to support, or let us use your tax-deductible contribution where it
is needed most.

Donate just $5 a month or more and we will thank you with
a Turtle Island baseball cap made from 100% organic cotton.
You can cancel or change the amount of your donation anytime. Use the enclosed envelope to join, or go online to
SeaTurtles.org/Monthly.

Internships

Ocean Hero:
Donna Romeyn

D

ONNA ROMEYN volunteers with Turtle Island in
our Gulf of Mexico office
in Galveston, Texas. She cares
deeply about the region as her
grandparents and parents both
owned homes along the Gulf
Coast.

“I was raised to enjoy and respect the ocean and all of its sea
life. After 40 years of being here, I have seen a lot of good
and bad things impacting the ocean, so I have dedicated my
extra time doing anything possible to protect the Gulf and all
of its beauty,” she says.
For the past three years during sea turtle nesting season,
Donna joins Turtle Island’s turtle patrol teams and walks miles
of beach looking for nesting endangered kemp’s ridley sea
turtles and helping ensure they are not disturbed, and have
the best chance of survival and can one day have healthy
populations. “Last year I had the opportunity to transport 135
eggs off the beach using my Jeep, which was a very special
and exciting experience,” she says. In addition, Donna is a
welcome presence at the Sea Turtle Action Center and at
Turtle Island events in Texas. Thank you Donna for your
dedication!

T

URTLE I SLAND R ESTORATION N ETWORK is proud
to help train the next generation of environmentalists
through our internship programs. We offer a wide
variety of residential and non-residential internships.

Our non-residential internships are available for anyone
interested in deepening their understanding of ocean conservation, and using their skills to help protect marine wildlife
and their habitat. We are currently seeking non-residential
interns that are able to find their own housing accommodations in the Marin County area. Our non-residential internships can be arranged to accommodate commitments for 1-5
days a week depending on availability. This opportunity is
open to high school students and above.
Learn more about our internship program and please share
with folks looking for opportunities to help us save the
oceans at seaturtles.org/intern.
SeaTurtles.org
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Turtle Island Restoration Network
P.O. Box 370
Forest Knolls, CA 94933

About the Sea Turtle Restoration Project
A Conservation Initiative of Turtle Island Restoration Network

T

S EA T URTLE R ESTORATION P ROJECT was founded more than 25
years ago, and is a conservation initiative of Turtle Island, a leading
advocate for the world’s oceans and marine wildlife.
HE

Viva la Tortuga!
Issue No. 2, 2015
Newsletter of Turtle Island Restoration Network

Our work is based on science, fueled by people who care, and effective at catalyzing long-lasting positive change that protects the likes of green sea turtles
and steelhead trout.
Our mission is to mobilize people in local communities around the world to
protect marine wildlife and the oceans and inland watersheds that sustain them.
We accomplish our mission through grassroots empowerment, consumer
action, strategic litigation hands-on restoration, environmental education, and
by promoting sustainable local, national and international marine policies.
Learn more at SeaTurtles.org.
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